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Effects of Cardiolipin on Membrane Morphology: A Langmuir Monolayer
Study
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ABSTRACT Cardiolipin (CL) is a complex phospholipid that is specifically found inmitochondria. Owing to the association of the
CL levels with mitochondrial physiopathology such as in Parkinson’s disease, we study the molecular effect of CL on membrane
organization using model Langmuir monolayer, fluorescence microscopy, and x-ray reflectivity. We find that the liquid-expanded
phase in membranes increases with increasing CL concentration, indicating an increase in the elasticity of the mixed membrane.
The Gibbs excess free energy of mixing indicates that the binary monolayer composed of CL and DPPC is most thermodynam-
ically stable at FCL ¼ 10 mol %, and the stability is enhanced when the surface pressure is increased. Additionally, when FCL is
small, the expansion of themembrane with increasing CL content was slower at higher surface pressure. These abnormal results
are indicative of a folding structure being present before a collapsing structure, which was confirmed by using fluorescence mi-
croscopy and was characterized by using x-ray reflectivity with the electron density profile along themembrane’s surface normal.
INTRODUCTION
The mitochondrion is a special organelle and has been one
of the classical subjects in biology owing to its specific func-
tions that carry out adenosine triphosphate synthesis and
apoptosis, and to its independent role in eukaryotic cells
(1–3). The biological functions of the mitochondrion are
interesting, but the exact mechanism of how the highly-
folded membrane of mitochondrial cristae, which creates a
large surface area within a volume-constraining outer mem-
brane, is formed is an intriguing subject as well. However,
the capability of lipid compartments to create the folding
topology without support of the membrane proteins remains
controversial (4).

The folding of the inner mitochondrial membrane raises a
question as to whether it can be regulated intrinsically by the
lipid components on the membrane. Among the various
types of phospholipids that make up the mitochondrial
membrane, cardiolipin (CL) exclusively exists in the mem-
branes of bacteria and mitochondria (5). CL is a unique
phospholipid with a dimeric structure, carrying two negative
charges on a small acidic headgroup and having a large hy-
drophobic tail formed by four acyl chains with various
lengths. CL is primarily localized in the inner membrane
of mitochondria, where it represents ~25% of the total phos-
pholipid content (6). CL is important in maintaining the
structure and the morphology of the mitochondrial cristae
(4,7,8). Any alteration in the CL levels leads to a mitochon-
drial physiopathology such as heart failure (9), diabetes
(10), Barth syndrome (11), and Parkinson’s disease (12).
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Ohtsuka et al. (13) reported that a drop of 30% in the CL
content caused a drastic alteration of the mitochondrial
structure. All mitochondria appeared to be greatly enlarged
and swollen, and cristae were lacking or disorganized. How-
ever, defects in phosphatidylserine and sphingolipid biosyn-
thesis had no significant effects on the shapes, sizes, or
cristae contents of the mitochondria. The results suggest
that an alteration of mitochondrial ultrastructure is specif-
ically associated with a reduction in CL content, rather
than some other abundant lipids on the mitochondrial mem-
brane (13). In in vitro studies, with model systems
composed of CL-containing giant unilamellar vesicles, cre-
ation of a localized pH gradient induced a cristae-like
morphology in the vesicles. This phenomenon was not
observed for lipid vesicles without CL. The results support
the ideas that adenosine triphosphate synthase in the cristae
membrane is coupled with CL to produce a maximum cur-
vature of the membrane and that the cristae morphology be-
comes self-maintaining (8,14).

Despite its central role in cellular function, and its being
associated with the mitochondrial ultrastructure, which has
been well confirmed in cell, the molecular effects of CL
on membrane organization and dynamics remain poorly un-
derstood. Previously the role of CL in modulating mem-
brane properties and membrane integrity has been probed
using biophysics model membranes, including monolayer,
bilayer, and vesicle systems. Model membrane studies
determined that the incorporation of CL strongly affected
the thermodynamic properties of lipid monolayers (15,16)
and bilayers (15,17–19). Monolayer analyses indicate that
a mixture of EPC (egg phosphatidylcholine) and CL in spe-
cific mixed ratios and at specific pressures is thermodynam-
ically stable, even though the apparent area compressibility
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modulus and the lysis tension of vesicle structures decreases
with increasing CL content. Both suggest a decrease in the
lateral interaction between the monolayer leaflets, which
means that less energy is needed to stretch the membrane
(15). Such an effect would likely decrease the energy
required to create folds in the inner mitochondrial mem-
brane. Due to its chemical structure, CL may form micellar,
lamellar, and hexagonal states in an aqueous dispersion,
depending on the pH and ionic strength of the environment
(17–20). The abundance of high curvature zones in mito-
chondrial cristae might also be attributed to the intrinsic cur-
vature of the CL molecule (7,21).

To the best of our knowledge, no direct report on model
monolayer has been provided to prove the potential role
of CL for inducing the folding structure of the mitochondrial
cristae at molecular scale. In our study, we systematically
investigated the molecular effect of CL on the mechanical
properties of monolayers by means of Langmuir p-A
isotherms, followed by the lateral and vertical morpholog-
ical characterizations by using fluorescence microscopy
and x-ray reflectivity, respectively. Particularly, a mixed
monolayer composed of CL, a highly-unsaturated and
doubly-negatively charged lipid, and DPPC (dipalmitoyl-
phosphatidylcholine) (Fig. 1), a fully saturated and neutral
lipid, provides a critical model monolayer for studying the
thermodynamics and the mechanical properties of mem-
branes as a function of CL content by Langmuir isotherms.
The lateral interaction model estimated from the isotherms
will be visualized by fluorescence microscopy. The mecha-
nism of collapsed formation clearly observed by fluores-
cence microscopy is finally revealed by x-ray reflectivity,
with the electron density profile perpendicular to the mem-
brane’s surface, at medium pressure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

CL (cardiolipin (heart, bovine-disodium salt)), DPPC (1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine), POPC (1-hexadecanoyl-2-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-
FIGURE 1 Chemical structures of (a) CL and (b) DPPC. To see this

figure in color, go online.
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sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), DOPC (1,2-di-(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-

3-phosphocholine), and DLPA (1,2-dilinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphate)

were all purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). The fluo-

rescent probe, Texas Red, was purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).

Chloroform, methanol, sodium chloride, and calcium chloride were

bought from Jin Chemical Pharmaceutical (Gyeonggi-do, Korea). All

chemicals and phospholipids were used without further purification. The

subphase was pure water (pH 5.7) treated with a Labtech-Purelab Classic

system (system (resistivity, 18 MU cm; Daihan Labtech, Namyangju-

si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea). Stock solutions of DPPC, DOPC, POPC,

and CL, 1 mg/mL, were prepared in a chloroform and methanol (5:1) (v:v)

mixture.
Surface pressure measurements

Surface pressure-area (p-A) isotherms were recorded at a compres-

sion rate of 10 cm2 min�1 in a symmetric mode by using a Langmuir

trough (model No. 611M; NIMA Technology, The Science Park,

Coventry, UK) containing a DI water subphase. The total compres-

sion area of the Langmuir trough was 30–20 cm2, and the trough was

placed in a plexiglass enclosure to prevent air vibration. Before

every experiment, the trough and the barriers were cleaned with chloro-

form and were rinsed twice with DI water. The water subphase was

also treated until the compression and the expansion of the barriers

remained at constant pressure (50.1 mN/m). Solutions containing

mixed phospholipids in chloroform at various molar ratios, ranging

from 0 to 100 mol % of CL, were prepared and spread onto the inter-

face by using a microsyringe (Hamilton, Reno, NV). Typically, the

compression was initiated 15 min after spreading to allow for the evap-

oration of chloroform and the stabilization of the membrane structures.

The value p was monitored with a Wilhelmy article probe hanging

from a high precision microbalance connected to a computer, and is

defined as

p ¼ g0 � g; (1)

where g0 is the surface tension of the air-water interface and g is the surface

tension in the presence of a mixed monolayer compressed to varying pack-
ing densities.
Analysis of isotherms

The value of the monolayer compressibility (Cs) for an indicated film

composition at a given surface pressure p was obtained from the p-A

data by using

Cs ¼ ð�1=ApÞ � ðdA=dpÞ; (2)

where Ap is the area per molecule at the indicated surface-pressure p. For

convenience, we further analyzed our data in terms of the reciprocal
isothermal compressibility, i.e., the elastic modulus of the area compress-

ibility (Cs
�1) as described previously in Smaby et al. (22), because this

facilitated comparisons with measurements made in bilayer systems.

Accordingly, the higher the value of Cs
�1, the lower the interfacial elastic-

ity. We selected a pressure value, which is closest to integer, to represent

each pressure elevated by the lateral compression. We used the averaging

method for every four-points to smoothen the p-Cs
�1 curve at regions ex-

hibiting high fluctuations.

The value of the excess Gibbs free energy of mixing, GE, which is indic-

ative of the thermodynamic stability of mixed monolayers, was determined

by using

GE ¼
Z p

0

½A12 � ð41A1 þ 42A2Þ�dp; (3)
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where Ai and Fi are the molecular area and mole fraction values of each

component, respectively, and A12 is the average area per molecule of the

mixture (23).
Fluorescent microscopy

For fluorescence microscopy, a Langmuir trough (KSV NIMA 302M;

Biolin Scientific, South Stockport, Cheshire, UK) with a glass window at

the bottom was mounted on an inverted fluorescence microscope (Eclipse

TE2000-U; Nikon, Melville, NY). The temperature was maintained at

16�C by using an external water bath with a thermostat. To minimize the

lateral diffusion and the thermal fluctuations in the monolayer at the air-

water interface, the temperature used for imaging the lipid domains was

intentionally made lower than that needed to obtain the isotherms; this

made the lipid more rigid and provided a condition similar to that of a

collapsed phase at high pressure so that the folding structure could be

observed. The stock solution of Texas Red in chloroform was added to

the pure, nonfluorescence mixed lipid solution, 1 mol %. The monolayers

were then compressed and maintained at target pressures by using contin-

uous, low-speed asymmetric compression at a rate of 10 cm2 min�1. During

compression, images of the monolayer were collected by using a 20�
objective lens and a high-speed camera, which allowed 1000 frames/s,

enabling us to record a video of the dynamic structure and the phase tran-

sition of the membrane structure in real-time. The probe molecules were

excluded from densely-packed structure of the LC phase, providing contrast

between the liquid-expanded (LE) and liquid-condensed (LC) phases. A

mercury lamp was used to excite the fluorescence probes, and a wavelength

filter was used for imaging. Discrimination between the excitation (595 nm)

and the emission (605 nm) fluorescence from the dye (Texas Red) was regu-

lated by using dichroic mirrors and interchangeable cut-off filters.
X-ray reflectivity

X-ray reflectivity was performed using a D8 Advance (Bruker AXS, Karls-

ruhe, Germany) with a vertical goniometer, which allowed the liquid’s sur-

face to be studied without disturbing the Langmuir trough during the

measurements. The Langmuir trough was enclosed in a plexiglass box

with Kapton windows, and the incoming and the reflected beams were de-

tected through Kapton-covered windows. The Langmuir trough setup was

placed on an antivibration table (Halcyonics NANO 30; Accurion, Göttin-

gen, Germany). A ceramic anode x-ray generator was used to produce Cu

Ka radiation (l ¼ 1.542 Å), and a parallel incident beam was produced

by using a Göbel mirror (GM III). Two slits before the sample defined

the incident beam size and reduced the vertical divergence (24). We repeat-

edly scanned the reflectivity to monitor the thickness (d) and the electron

density changes as functions of the CL mol % to understand the molecular

effect of CL on the membrane’s organization at the membrane-liquid inter-

face. Each scan took a total of 4 h to acquire. The dispersion, d, which is

the real part of the index of refraction, is given linearly in terms of the elec-

tron density, r, by d ¼ l2rr0/2p, where r0 is the classical electron radius

(2.82 � 10�13 cm). The electron density profiles (r) shown in this article

were obtained from the dispersion profiles (d) acquired from fits to these

x-ray reflectivity data and were normalized by the electron density of water

(25,26). The x-ray reflectivity R(qz) is approximated from the simple Born

approximation (27) by

RðqzÞf 1

q4z

����
Z

drðzÞ
dz

expð�iqzzÞ
����
2

: (4)

To analyze these x-ray reflectivity data, we used the recursive Parratt
formalism (28). The sharp interfaces were smeared because of the root-

mean-square roughness, s, which was calculated by convoluting the infi-

nitely sharp profile with a Gaussian smoothing function. We systematically

varied and then optimized the fitting parameters (r, d, and s) until the sums
of the squares, from the offsets (c2) of the points from the curve, were

minimized.
RESULTS

p-A isotherms for CL/DPPC monolayers

We purposely chose to use DPPC at temperatures that were
well below its phase transition to perform the experiments,
because the p-A isotherm of DPPC exhibits clearly a well-
known LE-to-LC phase transition of DPPC. The LE and
LC states are the overall state of membrane, which are
mainly addressed in this study. By slowly compressing,
the membrane will simultaneously change its structure cor-
responding to its phase, from the gas phase to the LE phase
and then to the LC phase. The LE phase is where the lipid
molecules start to get close to each other and reduce the
freedom of molecular orientation. The LC phase is where
lipid molecules start to pack tightly without freedom of
orientation and tilt of acyl chains. If the membrane is com-
pressed further, the solid phase and collapse are conducted.
By varying the molar ratio of CL, the effect of CL on the
phase of DPPC will be systematically investigated.

Compression isotherms (Fig. 2 a) were first recorded for
binary mixtures of CL and DPPC. The isotherm for the latter
lipid was in good agreement with the behavior reported
previously in Phillips et al. (29), with a clearly discernible
LE-LC phase transition that was displayed as a plateau at
3–7 mN/m on the isotherm. Data for CL/DPPC mixed
monolayers revealed several interesting features. First,
with increasingFCL, the LE-LC coexistence region progres-
sively disappeared until it had completely disappeared
at FCL ¼ 40% (Fig. 2 a), suggesting that the films with
FCL R 40% were predominantly in the LE state. The sec-
ond feature of the isotherms is that the collapsed pressure
of the films was nearly constant or increased slightly as a
plateau for FCL R 40% (Fig. 2 a)—which raises questions
as to how the structure of the binary membrane can change
upon continuous compression to maintain the pressure con-
stant, and whether the folding structure can be induced
before the collapsing structure. Also, to compare an expand-
ing effect of CL in DPPC monolayers at different packing
states, the isobars of the molecular area A versus FCL at
surface pressures of 3 (before LE-LC coexistence), 7 (after
LE-LC coexistence), and 10, 20, 30, and 40 mN/m were
constructed (Fig. 2 b). Surface pressures R20 mN/m the
presence of CL led to a slight expansion, whereas at pres-
sures of 7 and 10 mN/m, the expansions were more pro-
nounced, and at pressure of 3 mN/m, the expansion was
almost linear. However, when FCL R 60%, the expansions
of the monolayers seemed to be more or less identical at
every surface pressure. Accordingly, we may conclude CL
to prefer the LE phase in monolayers and probably also
liquefy the LC domains of DPPC, causing the overall expan-
sion of the films.
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1977–1986



FIGURE 2 (a) Surface pressure-area isotherms (p-A isotherms) of CL/

DPPC mixed monolayers at various FCL, ranging from 0 to 100 mol %,

at an air-water interface. The isotherms were recorded at a compression

rate of 10 cm2/min with total area of 30 � 20 cm2. The temperature was

monitored and maintained at 25�C. (b) Variations in molecular areas A

withFCL for mixed CL/DPPCmonolayers at 3 (before LE-LC coexistence),

7 (after LE-LC coexistence), and 10, 20, 30, and 40 mN/m were calculated

from the p-A isotherms to understand the expanding effect of CL on mixed

monolayers at different packing states.

FIGURE 3 Excess Gibbs free energy of mixing, GE, for all CL/DPPC

mixed monolayers at different values of FCL with p ranging from 5 to

40 mN/m, was extracted from r-A isotherms. (Horizontal dashed line)

Visual guide only.
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Thermodynamic properties of CL/DPPC
monolayers

The excess free Gibbs energy of mixing, GE, resulting from
differences between the areas under the mixed isotherms
and the weighted average of the single-component iso-
therms, provides information on whether a particular
interaction is thermodynamically favored (GE < 0) or not
(GE > 0) compared to an ideal mixture, where it is assumed
that no difference exists in the interaction potentials when a
molecule interacts with another molecule of the same
molecular species or with a different one. Approximately,
values of GE > 0 can be understood as a tendency for the
molecules to interact preferentially with molecules of the
same kind, leading to the observation of phase separation.
Accordingly, a minimum, which is usually most negative,
in the plot of GE versus molar fraction is usually indicative
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1977–1986
of the formation of a complex between molecules of
different species (23).

The excess free energy of mixing, GE, for all CL/DPPC
mixed monolayers at different values of FCL were calcu-
lated from the p-A isotherms according to Eq. 3, with p

ranging from 5 to 40 mN/m. Some noticeable features
can be seen in the diagram of GE versus FCL in Fig. 3.
First, immiscibility was evident at most values of FCL,
probably due to a significant structural difference
between the two lipid components. Second, when FCL >
40%, the immiscibility of each composition increased
greatly with increasing p. This phenomenon can probably
be attributed to a repulsive interaction between the nega-
tively-charged headgroups of CL. Third, GE showed a min-
imum at FCL ¼10 mol % for all p investigated, suggesting
the formation of complex structure that is able to overcome
the two above-mentioned factors that cause immiscibility.
This complex structure at FCL ¼ 10% will be characterized
and visualized more in this article.
Interfacial elastic moduli of area compressibility
of CL/DPPC monolayers

To compare the in-plane elastic packing interaction of lipid
components composed of monolayers with increasing FCL,
the interfacial elastic moduli of area compressibility Cs

�1 as
a function of lateral packing pressure p was determined
(22), hence providing insight into the influence of the CL
on the interfacial elasticity of the films. From Fig. 4 a,
increasing FCL up to 20% significantly decreased Cs

�1;
indeed, the Cs

�1 values at p ¼ 30 mN/m were 222, 137,
110, and 106 mN/m for FCL ¼ 0, 5, 10, and 20 mol %,
respectively, revealing an augmented elasticity of the mixed
monolayers. From the p-Cs

�1 behavior of a pure DPPC
monolayer, a sharp drop in the Cs

�1 value was seen to occur



FIGURE 4 (a) Surface pressure p versus the elastic moduli Cs
�1 of area

compressibility calculated from the p-A isotherms for CL/DPPC mixed

monolayers with various values of FCL: 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 100%.

(Arrows) Visual guide only; pointing at the Cs
�1 minima of plots. (b) Elastic

moduli Cs
�1 of binary monolayers composed of CL and various phospha-

tidylcholine lipids with different unsaturated degrees on acyl chains.
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at surface pressures of 4 mN/m. The Cs
�1 values were then

seen to reverse sign and to increase to values more charac-
teristic of a condensed phase at higher surface pressures.
The dramatic drop in the Cs

�1 values reflects both disconti-
nuities in the lateral packing at phase boundaries and the
accompanying lateral density fluctuations that are known
to occur when the LE and the LC phases coexist. For this
reason, plots of p-Cs

�1 proved to be an informative way
to recognize the surface-pressure range over which fluid
(LE) and condensed (LC) phases coexist. In addition, the
minimum value of Cs

�1 in the p-Cs
�1 plot, which reflects

the LE-LC phase transition, became broader and shifted to
higher p, from 4 to 24 mN/m, with increasing FCL from 0
to 40 mol %, respectively. This phenomenon indicated
that the molecular effect of CL on the interfacial elasticity
of the membranes was to shift the maximum in-plane elas-
ticity to a higher surface pressure p. This phenomenon was
also predicted as a common trend occurring when the lower
melting-temperature lipids (30) or the molecules that had a
tendency to reorient themselves from random alignments at
the interface to a relatively ordered perpendicular array (31)
were mixed with DPPC in a binary monolayer membrane.

Cs
�1 versusFCL data at a physiologically relevant surface

pressure of 30 mN/m for binary monolayers composed of
CL with different types of lipids were constructed to better
demonstrate an overall view of the molecular effect of CL
on various membranes. From Fig. 4 b, for a CL/DPPC
monolayer at 30 mN/m, Cs

�1 dramatically diminished
when FCL was increased to 20%, implying an enhancement
of the elasticity of the films. Above that critical molar ratio,
Cs

�1 values were more or less identical. The maxima of the
Cs

�1-FCL plots for mixtures of CL with other lipids whose
chemical structures had higher unsaturated degrees, e.g.,
POPC and DOPC, also generally had the same critical molar
ratio ofFCL 20%. Note that the Cs

�1-FCL behaviors for both
mixtures with POPC and DOPC were opposite to that with
DPPC due to the unsaturated degrees on the hydrocarbon
chains of POPC and DOPC, even though the changes in
the amplitudes of Cs

�1 for both cases were not significant.
This raises a question as to whether this critical FCL of
20% can be attributed only to CL’s chemical structure and
not to the other lipid components with which the CL is
mixed. An additional experiment was carried out with
DLPA, which is known to have half the chemical structure
of CL. Consequently the DLPA molecule is expected to
occupy half of the mean volume of the CL molecule. To
mimic the effect of the chemical structure of CL, we used
DLPA at a double molar concentration in the mixture with
DPPC to make binary monolayers. Fig. 4 b showed that
the Cs

�1-FCL behaviors for CL/DPPC and DLPA/DPPC
were almost identical for increasing FCL up to 20% and
that the Cs

�1 values of DLPA/DPPC were higher than those
of CL/DPPC for FCL R 40%. This difference is probably
due to the intrinsic liquefying effect of CL itself, which
is related to the preferentially LE characteristic of CL.
This result answered a question raised earlier, in that the
critical FCL of 20% is attributed only to the chemical struc-
ture of CL.
Fluorescence microscopy of CL/DPPC
monolayers

The impact of CL on the molecular organization of mixed
membranes with DPPC was analyzed by using fluorescence
microscopy to visualize the lateral distribution of the LE
phase, which favors the fluorescent dye Texas Red (Fdye ¼
1 mol %) (Fig. 5). Differences in the dye solubility between
the LE and the LC phases result in a contrast; the dark re-
gion contains tightly packed lipids in the LC phase. The
dye is excluded from this solidlike phase and is localized
in the loosely packed lipids in the LE phase surrounding
the LC domains (32). The solid domains of DPPC started
to appear when p coincided with the onset pressure for
the LE-LC transition. A growth of continuous LC domains
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1977–1986



FIGURE 5 Fluorescent micrographs of (a) DPPC at 10 mN/m; (b) 5%

CL at 10 mN/m; (c) 10% CL at 10 mN/m; (d) 20% CL at 10 mN/m;

(e) DPPC at 60 mN/m; (f) 5% CL at 60 mN/m; (g) 10% CL at 55 mN/m,

marking when the collapsed structures start to appear; and (h) 20% CL at

50 mN/m, showing the collapsed structures with unclear boundaries.

(Dark domains) LC domains of DPPC; (open areas) LE phase of mem-

branes composed of CL and DPPC. The temperature was maintained at

16�C. The temperature for fluorescence imaging was intentionally lower

than for recording isotherms to minimize the lateral diffusion of the lipids.

(Arrows) Visual guide only; marking two edges of the stripes or collapsed

structures being observed. The scale bars represent 50 mm.

FIGURE 6 (a) XR curves measured at the water-air interface for mono-

layers composed of DPPC with various FCL. (Solid lines) Least-square fits.

(b) Corresponding normalized electron density profiles of monolayers ob-
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with diameters of 30–40 mm can be observed in Fig. 5 a at a
pressure of 10 mN/m. The shapes and sizes of the LC do-
mains of DPPC were in agreement with previous reports
(33). Even though the condensed domains appear to be
randomly arrayed and are observed to diffuse in the plane
of the monolayer due to the Brownian motion, they rarely
come into contact, indicating that the domains repel each
other at short distances (34). At an equivalent p of
10 mN/m, an increase in FCL led to the LC domains of
DPPC becoming smaller in size and less dense (Fig. 5,
b–d). These observations reveal a liquefying effect of CL,
which was proposed earlier in this article.

Upon further compression to the collapsed region, pure
DPPC and mixed monolayers at FCL ¼ 5 mol % showed
mostly dark areas that entirely covered the membrane’s sur-
face. However, at FCL ¼ 10 mol %, where the miscibility
was the most energetically stable, the complex structures
were observed on the fluorescence micrographs (Fig. 5 g).
Thick uniform stripes surrounded by fluids with high fluo-
rescence intensity were seen. The sizes of these uniform
stripes were ~20–30 mm and became larger at FCL ¼
20 mol %. The exact size of stripes at FCL ¼ 20 mol %
was unclear due to low contrast between the collapsed phase
and the fluorescent fluids. This low contrast is probably due
to the complete quenching of dye molecules when they
come into contact with water (35). These stripes were
composed of several domains layers with various thick-
nesses, which is indicative of a membrane with collapsed
structure. These collapsed structures remain stable and are
distinguishable at FCL ¼ 10–20 mol % but disappeared at
FCL R 40 mol %.
tained from the reflectivity fits of (a). The electron density profiles of

DPPC and CL were denoted as follows: (dash-dot-dash) DPPC’s head-

group, (dash-dot-dot-dash) CL’s headgroup, (long dash) DPPC’s tail, and

(short dash) CL’s tail. Measurements were all carried out at p ¼
30 mN/m. The temperature was maintained at 16�C. To see this figure in

color, go online.
In situ x-ray reflectivity

Because the fluorescence images and the p-A isotherms give
no direct information for the impact of CL on the structural
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1977–1986
changes in the depth profile, we performed in situ x-ray
reflectometry (XR) experiments. Hence, each dataset in
Fig. 6 shows unique interference fringes, which contain
the damping factors due to the surface roughness and an
oscillating term due to the layer thicknesses without q�4

decay. In all cases, the reflectivity of the films clearly
exhibits a single modulation, indicating a lipid monolayer
with a well-defined structure. To describe the detailed
structures, we used the effective-density model to refine
a dispersion profile perpendicular to the film layer, with
the goodness of fit being evaluated by monitoring the
c2-values (36).

We described the overall membrane structure as two ho-
mogenous layers on a water subphase (air/tailgroup/head-
group/subphase). The measured x-ray reflectivity profiles
(Fig. 6 a, circles) matched very well with the structural
model (Fig. 6 a, solid line), which subsequently provided



TABLE 1 X-ray reflectivity fitting parameters for CL/DPPC

mixed monolayers

% sw (Å)b rh (e
�/Å3)a sh/t (Å)

b dh (Å)
b rt (e

�/Å3)a st/a (Å)
b dt (Å)

b

0 3.0 4.51 5.9 8.5 3.60 6.6 16.6

5 3.0 4.76 7.5 8.0 3.50 5.4 16.5

10 3.0 4.65 7.9 8.0 3.45 5.3 16.5

20 3.0 4.64 9.9 8.0 3.65 6.3 17.0

100 5.7 4.40 3.1 5.7 3.18 3.7 10.6

Measured at variousFCL for the respective electron density values rh and rt,

thickness values dh and dt for head- and the tailgroup regions, and interfa-

cial roughness values sh/t and st/a for headgroup/tail and tailgroup/air

interfaces.
aThe uncertainty of r was 2% of the value.
bThe error range of s and d was <50.2 Å.
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an average dispersion profile normal to the air-water inter-
face that encompasses both the solid and the LE domains
that exist at p ¼ 30 mN/m. Note that CL’s headgroup is
composed of two phosphate headgroups, leading to the elec-
tron density being higher than that of DPPC’s headgroup,
which is composed of only one phosphate. The hydrophobic
tail of CL contains four hydrocarbon chains, while that of
DPPC contains only two. However, the hydrocarbon chains
of CL with a high degree of unsaturation are expected to
strongly repel each other and to occupy a much larger vol-
ume than DPPC does. The repulsive force between CL mol-
ecules tends to hinder the packing capacity of the CL layer,
consequently leading to a lower overall electron density and
a smaller thickness compared to DPPC. At 30 mN/m, the
membrane composed of 100% cardiolipin is expected to
behave like a fluidic phase with randomly tilted tails, and
to be less structurally defined. X-ray reflectivity data shown
in Fig. 6 a prove this structural comparison. At a glance, the
first minimum in the reflectivity curve for pure CL is signif-
icantly shifted to the higher qz region, indicating that the
total monolayer thickness has decreased; the lowered ampli-
tude of the Kiessig fringe is significantly damped, revealing
a low packing density of pure CL film. Accordingly, the
lengths of the headgroups of DPPC and CL obtained from
the fits of Fig. 6 b were ~8.5 and 5.7 Å, respectively, while
the lengths of the tailgroups of DPPC and CL were ~16.6
and 10.6 Å, respectively. The electron densities of the head-
group region and the tail region of DPPC were ~4.51 and
3.60 e�/Å3, respectively, while those of CL were ~4.40
and 3.18 e�/Å3, respectively. Also, from the electron density
profiles shown in Fig. 6 b for mixed monolayers, one can see
that the electron densities of the head- and the tailgroup pro-
gressively decreased as FCL was increased, except for
FCL ¼ 20 mol %. The amplitude of profile for FCL ¼
20 mol % was slightly damped, implying that both head-
tailgroup and tailgroup-air interfaces had been disturbed,
leading to increases in roughness of 9.9 and 6.3 Å, respec-
tively. These observations might be indicative of a reconfor-
mation of CL molecules within the membrane, or the
potential of a folding structure that is expected to be present
before the collapsed region. The parameters obtained from
the fits are described in Table 1.
DISCUSSION

Previous studies on mitochondrial physiopathology suggest
that any alteration in the CL level would lead to alteration in
the mitochondrial cristae structure and morphology (14).
Therefore, it was of interest to characterize the physical
and the mechanical properties of membrane, as reflected
in the molecular impact of CL on a mixed monolayer with
DPPC.

The desired surface pressures were chosen based on the
purpose of the experiments. Overall, for Langmuir p-A iso-
therms, we would like to systematically study the intermo-
lecular interaction between CL and DPPC, as functions of
lateral compression (or surface pressure) and concentration
of CL. The surface pressures for fluorescence microscopy
experiments were selected at 10 mN/m (representing low
pressure) and collapsed pressure (representing high pres-
sure). This would be done to observe the effect of CL on
LC domain of DPPC in terms of shape and size at low pres-
sure, and the capability of CL to induce the collapsed struc-
ture on the membrane at high pressure. However, the reason
for which we measured XR only at 30 mN/m is associated to
the real cell system where the packing state is estimated
~30–35 mN/m (37). In addition, the XR measurement was
inspired from the collapsed structure observed from fluores-
cence images, which is likely induced by CL. Our aim was
to answer the question as to whether CL can induce the
folding structure, which is the structural transition from
the flat membrane to collapsed state upon further compres-
sion, at the physiologically relevant pressure of 30 mN/m.
Indeed, we successfully observed the signature of folding
structure, although it occurred very locally.

Regarding the CL ratio, the reasons for which we chose a
low range of molar ratio of CL, from 5 mol % to 20 mol %,
are also associated with physiologically relevant composi-
tion and experimental results from p-A isotherm and fluo-
rescence microscopy. First, in a real cell system, the CL
concentration is varied by age and its location, and ranged
from 5% to 20% in molar ratio (6,38). From isotherm ana-
lyses and fluorescence microscopy, the mechanical proper-
ties of membrane at a higher molar ratio (R40%) were
predominant for CL. The CL domain of DPPC was difficult
to observe by fluorescence at low pressure when the molar
ratio of CL is R40%. Therefore, the effect of CL at higher
molar ratios is not our interest in this study.

DPPC at the temperature used for the experiment is in the
gel phase, while CL is in the fluid phase. Owing to the dif-
ference in the chemical structure of these two lipids, the
mixed membrane is expected to undergo the phase separa-
tion. If those two lipids are phase-separated, gel and fluid
states must coexist. This observation is in agreement with
the literature (15,16), when two lipid components have a
transition temperature above and below the temperature at
Biophysical Journal 108(8) 1977–1986
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which the investigation has been carried out. However, from
our observation in the isotherm, the elastic moduli diagram,
and the fluorescence microscopy, the overall feature of
membrane is predominated by CL’s fluidic feature, even at
small CL molar ratio. In other word, the overall feature of
the mixed membranes is more fluid than gel state.

In brief, our thermodynamics analysis showed that a FCL

of 10% was the most thermodynamically stable composi-
tion, regardless of the surface pressure, suggesting the for-
mation of a complex structure that was able to manage the
repulsive interaction between CL molecules (Fig. 3). As evi-
denced by the lateral interaction observed on fluorescence
microscopy, as shown in Fig. 5, the liquefying effect of
CL reduced the size and the density of the LC domains of
DPPC and induced the formation of the collapsed structures
being observed as uniform stripes of ~20–30 mm in size.
These collapsed structures remained stable and were distin-
guishable in the range of FCL from 10 to 20 mol %. X-ray
reflectivity showed that the increase in the electron density
in the tail region and the increase in headgroup-tail and
tail-air interfacial roughnesses for FCL ¼ 20 mol % might
be a signature of a folding structure, which is followed by
the collapsed structure observed by fluorescence micro-
scopy in the collapsed region (Fig. 6 b and Table 1). In
fact, at higher molar ratio of CL, FCL ¼ 50 mol %
(Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material), the increase in electron
density of the tail region and in the interfacial roughnesses
was even more significant, indicating that the probability
of folding structure occurrence was increased upon increase
of CL’s concentration. However, the film was still a mono-
layer structure overall, because the fold occurred very
locally on the membrane.

Taken all together, the model of the effect of CL on the
membrane is presented in Fig. 7. Upon incorporating CL
into the monolayer, CL molecules liquefy DPPC from its
LC domain to LE phase; and each CL molecule will pair
up with DPPC molecules in a proper stoichiometry (39).
FIGURE 7 Schematic model of a possible arrangement of CL in mixed

monolayers with DPPC during compression. At low pressure, the model

shows how CL liquefies the LC domain of DPPC upon increase of the

CL’s concentration. At high pressure, the model explains how CL induces

the folding structure locally on the membrane, before reaching the

collapsed state upon further compression. Note that the model only high-

lights CL’s effect on partial membrane. The folding structure’s proof was

detected from XR data, while the collapsed state was clearly observed by

fluorescence microscopy. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Once the CL molecules become more crowded, the proba-
bility of two CL molecules being in direct contact increases,
but the system remains thermodynamically stable and
miscible because of the decrease in the phase separation.
Upon compression to high pressure, the CL-rich regions
on the membranes start being stretched out of the plane of
the membrane to create a folding structure. Upon further
compression to the collapsed region, CL molecules start to
be squeezed-out of the membrane and to form an apposed
layer, with some of the hydrocarbon tails maintaining the
hydrophobic interaction with the original membrane and
others exposed to the air to stabilize the entire collapsed
structure (Fig. 7). The model of hydrocarbon tails of CL
having opposite directions was actually proposed in previ-
ous reports for a bilayer (40) and a cytochrome c–CL inter-
action (39).

The area expansion behavior with increasing FCL for
p R 20 mN/m (Fig. 2 b) showed the expansion rate slightly
decreases when the compression is increased. This fact sup-
ports the model of the folding structure proposed in Fig. 7;
with the same number of CL molecules on the membrane, a
higher compression leads to a higher probability of CL mol-
ecules being in contact with each other and to more folding
structures being induced. Furthermore, the Gibbs excess
energy diagram (Fig. 3) implied that the mixed membranes
were thermodynamically favored. From the model for a
folding structure, one can see that the increased interfacial
area by forming a curvature helps CL molecules to mini-
mize the repulsive force caused by the unsaturated hydro-
carbon chains and the negatively charged headgroups. The
end of the folding process, which leads to the collapsed
structure, is an even more thermodynamically favorable
process—one in which the internal repulsion between hy-
drocarbon chains is drastically reduced. In the collapsed
structure, the negatively-charged repulsion is completely
gone on the apposed layer.

Lastly, the folding structure in the proposed model has
been estimated in several previous studies on bilayers
(15,18) and membrane-protein interactions (41) with the
incorporation of CL. However, to the best of our knowledge,
no report has provided a direct evidence for this curvature
morphology on the monolayer system at the air/water inter-
face. Note that the folding structures appear locally on the
membrane. In addition, the folds are not well-defined struc-
tures because of the lateral dynamics of the membrane,
especially for the membrane composed of a highly fluidic
lipid such as CL. Therefore, the parameters obtained from
the best fit of x-ray data can only reveal the signature of
the folding structure by considering the electron density
of the tail region and the roughness of both headgroup-tail
and tail-air interfaces. In summary, our data obtained from
different interfacial characterizations strongly support the
presence of a folding structure before the collapse. This
folding structure is crucial in understanding the impact of
CL on the structure of mitochondrial cristae.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the impact of CL on the structure, me-
chanical properties, and morphology of model lipid mono-
layers. We found that the LE phase of pure DPPC
membranes increased with increasing CL concentration,
indicating an increase in the elasticity of the mixed mem-
brane. The Gibbs excess free energy of mixing was the
most negative value at FCL ¼ 10 mol %, and the stability
was enhanced when the surface pressure was increased.
Additionally, in the range of FCL % 50 mol %, the expan-
sion of the membrane’s area with increasing CL content
was slower at higher surface pressure. These abnormal re-
sults are indicative of the presence of a folding structure
before a collapsing structure, which was confirmed by using
fluorescence microscopy and was characterized by x-ray re-
flectivity with the electron density profile along the mem-
brane’s surface, dr(z)/dz. Altogether, our results support
the role of CL in the induction of the membrane alterations
involved in the remodeling, deformation, and permeability
of biological membranes enriched in this lipid. The impor-
tance of such membrane alterations relates to the physiolog-
ical mode by which cells adjust the mechanical properties in
response to the external stimuli by changing local lipid
composition, and optimize the macroscopic structure of
mitochondrial cristae to support the protein interaction in
membrane-dependent processes.
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